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Abstract

This paper examines the intricate and interrelated relationships among Giovanni
Arnolfini, Jan van Eyck, and Duke Philip the Good through the analysis of conspicuous
consumption, political networking, mercantile trade, and economic authority. Arnolfini sought
to emulate Duke Philip the Good and construct a visual representation of his new social identity
as a member of the court. Arnolfini used the portrait and his connections to the court painter, to
display his material culture and increase his position in society. The material objects of wealth
displayed throughout demonstrate Arnolfini’s skill and capability as a merchant, while the
religious symbolism reinforces his trustworthiness and piety. By picturing Giovanni with
Giovanna, their marriage reflects a durable and united relationship that potential business
partners could expect from the couple.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Fifteenth century Bruges experienced a flourishing of trade, culture, and wealth which
centered around the expansion and proliferation of the Burgundian Court. The Dukes of
Burgundy were extremely influential in the expansion of the noble merchant class, as the Dukes
and court established a lifestyle worthy of imitation.1 Giovanni Arnolfini (1405-1472), a
merchant from Lucca, held a coveted position of power as a major supplier of luxury goods to
the court and financial advisor to Duke Philip the Good (1419-1467).2 Due to his position at
court, Arnolfini had access to Jan van Eyck (1390-1441), Philip the Good’s esteemed court
painter.3 With a painting from the court artist, Arnolfini’s prominence in society grew, and he
was able to expand his trading networks.4 The symbols depicted in the portrait emphasize
Arnolfini’s newly acquired status and wealth and show the rewards of his international trading
business. One way that he achieved such prominence was to marry well and further integrate
himself into the merchant community. He did this by marrying Giovanna Cenami (d. 1480), and
thereby linking himself to the already deeply established Cenami and Rapondi families.5
Giovanna’s family background provided countless new alliances for her husband.6 Her
knowledge and experience growing up in a mercantile household put her in an excellent position

1

Medieval Bruges, c. 850-1550. Ed. Andrew Brown and Jan Dumolyn. Cambridge University Press,
2018.
2
Hall, Edwin. The Arnolfini Betrothal: Medieval Marriage and the Enigma of Van Eyck’s Double
Portrait. University of California Press, 1994.
3
Blockmans, Wim and Walter Prevenier. The Promised Lands: The Low Countries Under Burgundian
Rule, 1369-1530. Translated by Elizabeth Fackelman. University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999.
4
Mirot, Leone and Eugenio Lazzareschi. “Un Mercante di Lucca in Fiandra – Giovanni Arnolfini.”
Bollettino Storico Lucchese, 12, 1940.
5
Ibid.
6
Carroll, Margaret D. “The Merchant’s Mirror: Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait.” Painting and Politics
in Northern Europe: Van Eyck, Brugel, Rubens, and their Contemporaries, The Pennsylvania State
University Press, 2008.
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to maintain her husband’s business while he travelled across Europe.7 In addition to displaying
the couple’s conspicuous consumption, the Arnolfini Portrait (1434), represents the transfer of
economic authority from Giovanni to Giovanna (Figure 1). The painting acts as a visual
representation of the couple’s wealth and material gain from their union and their business and
signifies Giovanna’s key role in preserving her husband’s commercial practice.

The Figures Represented
The Arnolfini Portrait, painted in oil by Jan van Eyck, is an unusual double portrait
depicting a man and a woman standing in a well-furnished room. Van Eyck portrays Giovanni
Arnolfini and Giovanna Cenami surrounded by their material wealth and signs of their
mercantile ventures. The artist depicts two additional figures, who serve as witnesses to the
event, in the reflection of the mirror found on the back wall in the center of the room. Giovanni
Arnolfini, long presumed to be the protagonist of the portrait, was born sometime around 1405 in
Lucca, Italy, and died in 1472 in Bruges.8 Arnolfini’s paternal and maternal families were
prominent Lucchese who held important roles in the city’s commercial development.9 Arnolfini
served influential roles in the court of the Duke of Burgundy, as Arnolfini was a prominent
figure in private markets and public finances. Over time, Arnolfini gained authority in the
commercial and financial affairs of Bruges and the court which made him privy to ducal
negotiations. Early in his career, Arnolfini created strong personal and professional connections
7

Ibid.
Schabacker, Peter H. “De Matrimonio ad Morganaticam Contracto: Jan Van Eyck’s ‘Arnolfini’ Portrait
Reconsidered.” Art Quarterly 35, 1972, 380.
9
Ibid, 379.
8
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with the Cenami and Rapondi merchant families and married Giovanna Cenami, niece of
influential financier Dino Rapondi.10

Giovanni Arnolfini (Italian) or Jehan Arnoulphin (Dutch)
Back in Italy, the Arnolfini family was influential in private markets and public finance
as bankers.11 Since the fourteenth century, the family had textile companies in both France and
the Netherlands, where they exported silks and luxury fabric. The Arnolfini family maintained
strong connections with the Rapondi and Cenami families, also from Lucca and Bruges, as all
three had been active in Northern commerce and finance since the fourteenth century.12 These
networks were strengthened when Giovanni and Giovanna wed. The Arnolfini carried out the
majority of their commercial activity in Bruges, as the city had the most populous community of
Lucchese merchants outside of Italy.13
Scholars have debated whether the portrait depicts Giovanni di Arrigo Arnolfini or
Giovanni di Nicolao Arnolfini, two cousins both descended from Giannino Arnolifini; whose
fathers, Arrigo and Nicolao were brothers (Figure 2).14 Based on the historical evidence that
Giovanni di Arrigo was the Arnolfini heir who married Giovanna Cenami, I argue that the
portrait depicts Giovanni di Arrigo and Giovanna.15 Both Arnolfini men were very similar in
terms of their business backgrounds; however, Giovanni di Nicolao married Costanza Trenta,

Mirot, Leone and Eugenio Lazzareschi. “Un Mercante di Lucca in Fiandra – Giovanni Arnolfini,” 81.
Ibid, 83.
12
Ibid, 81.
13
Ibid, 83.
14
Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools. National Gallery Publications:
London. 1998, 192.
15
Art historians such as Carroll, Hall, Harbison, and Seidel present evidence that suggest that The
Arnolfini Portrait depicts Giovanni di Arrigo Arnolfini.
10

11
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who died prior to February 1433, and thus before The Arnolfini Portrait was painted in 1434.16
Additionally, Giovanni di Nicolao’s activities after 1428 are less clearly documented and remain
mysterious to historians.17
Conversely, Giovanni di Arrigo’s economic and financial dealings are well-documented
in archival documents such as inventories.18 He was the eldest of four sons born to Arrigo
Arnolfini and his wife Antonia Guingi.19 During the fifteenth century, Giovanni di Arrigo was
the most prominent member of his family.20 Scholars such as Harbison remark that Arnolfini
was “an ambitious, social-climbing Italian émigré.”21 His business practices reflected his
ambitious desire to climb the social circles in Flanders. By 1435, Arnolfini was an established
tradesman in Bruges, where he worked as a cloth merchant and a major supplier of luxury
textiles to the Duke of Burgundy.22 Arnolfini sold six tapestries depicting scenes from the life of
the Virgin Mary to Philip the Good, which the Duke sent to the Pope in Rome so that the Duke
would stay in his Holiness’ favor.23 Due to his economic success, Arnolfini often granted favors
and lent money to the Duke and other Flemish nobility. Fifteenth century documentation from a
Ducal account of payments from Philip the Good to Arnolfini indicate that the Duke employed
Arnolfini as his personal merchant and banker. Arnolfini sold “gold and silk sheets, velvet, and

16

Campbell, Lorne The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 194.
Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 194.
18
Ibid, 195.
19
Ibid, 192 and 195.
20
Hall, Edwin. The Arnolfini Betrothal: Medieval Marriage and the Enigma of Van Eyck’s Double
Portrait, 4.
21
Harbison, Craig. “Sexuality and Social Standing in Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Double Portrait,” 268.
22
Carroll, Margaret D. “The Merchant’s Mirror: Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait.” Painting and
Politics in Northern Europe: Van Eyck, Brugel, Rubens, and their Contemporaries, The Pennsylvania
State University Press, 2008, 6.
23
Vaughan, Richard. Philip the Good: the apogee of Burgundy. Woodbridge: The Boydell Press,
1970, 206.
17
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satin” along with wool and cloth to the Duke and his court.24 Additionally, Arnolfini maintained
financial and economic relationships with the Duke as he loaned and subsequently received large
sums from the Duke.25
Arnolfini’s strong connections to the Burgundian and French courts made him privy to
ducal consultations and political negotiations. He engaged in commercial and financial
endeavors with the Burgundian court for half a century, and in 1470 Philip the Good promoted
Arnolfini to maître d’hôtel.26 Arnolfini was deeply ingrained into Burgundian court life to have
been able to secure two commissions from Philip the Good’s court artist.27 De Roover states that
in the Arnolfini Portrait, van Eyck captured Arnolfini’s intelligence as an astute banker and
business man through Arnolfini’s facial characteristics and body posture.28 Arnolfini engaged
with Flemish nobility on a grand scale by taking the responsibility of managing many of their
commercial and financial affairs. The majority of Arnolfini’s wealth resulted from his service to
the Duke, which enabled Arnolfini to purchase luxury goods and fashionable clothing.29
Arnolfini accumulated a fortune in trading, loans, and financial operations which
contributed to his authority within the Italian community in Bruges.30 He was well respected in
the Lucchese community, and his elevated status in Bruges society led to his involvement in
settling commercial disputes.31 He had kinships, friendships, and business relationships with

24

Mirot, Leone and Eugenio Lazzareschi. “Un Mercante di Lucca in Fiandra – Giovanni Arnolfini,” 8586.
25
Mirot, Leone and Eugenio Lazzareschi. “Un Mercante di Lucca in Fiandra – Giovanni Arnolfini,” 86.
26
Hall, Edwin. The Arnolfini Betrothal: Medieval Marriage and the Enigma of Van Eyck’s Double
Portrait, 4.
27
It is probable that in 1435, van Eyck painted another portrait of Giovanni Arnolfini (Figure 3). In this
work, Giovanni wears a red turban and is only depicted from the waist up.
28
de Roover, Raymond “ Money, banking and credit in Medieval Bruges”, 22.
29
Medieval Bruges, c. 850-1550. Ed. Andrew Brown and Jan Dumolyn, 299.
30
Mirot, Leone and Eugenio Lazzareschi. “Un Mercante di Lucca in Fiandra – Giovanni Arnolfini,” 87.
31
Ibid, 87.
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some of the best-known merchants and other Italian ex-patriots living in Bruges.32 His business
transactions were not limited to Flanders; Arnolfini maintained connections with Lucca and
Lucchese merchants residing in Paris, London, and other European economic centers.33
Arnolfini was also on good terms with the exiled Dauphin of France, who became King Louis XI
(1423-1483) in 1461. The King bestowed honors upon Arnolfini and declared him a noble.34
King Louis XI also made Arnolfini his councilor and Général des Finances in Normandy, and by
1463, Arnolfini was knighted and in 1464, he became a naturalized French citizen.35 Arnolfini
owned a house in Bruges on the Via Santa Chiara near the Cenami and Rapondi in the center of
the city reserved for rich merchants.36 Arnolfini died childless and his nephew was named as
heir.37 According to his will, he was buried in the Chapel dedicated to the Holy Cross (Volto
Santo) in the Church of Santa Chiara in Bruges.38

Giovanna Cenami
Historians do not know much about Giovanna Cenami, however scholars know a great
deal about her family members. Giovanna’s family were even more prosperous and prestigious
than her husband’s family. Since the fourteenth century, the Cenami worked in France, however
the family was well established with commercial banking houses in Bruges by 1380.39 Giovanna

32

Ibid, 87.
Mirot, Leone and Eugenio Lazzareschi. “Un Mercante di Lucca in Fiandra – Giovanni Arnolfini,” 87.
34
Ibid, 81.
35
Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 195.
36
Mirot, Leone and Eugenio Lazzareschi. “Un Mercante di Lucca in Fiandra – Giovanni Arnolfini,” 89.
37
Giancoli, Simonetto. CENAMI in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, Vol. 23, 1979.
38
Mirot, Leone and Eugenio Lazzareschi. “Un Mercante di Lucca in Fiandra – Giovanni Arnolfini,” 98.
39
Seidel, Linda. “Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait: Business as Usual?” Critical Inquiry, Vol. 16, No.
1, 1989, 60.
33
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had familial ties to “wealthy international bankers” which made a significant impact on Giovanni
as these connections would be extremely advantageous to him in marrying her.40 Giovanna’s
paternal great-uncle was Dino Rapondi (1335?-1415), a Lucchese merchant and trader who
supplied the courts of France and Burgundy with luxury goods, such as oranges, sugar, spices,
velvet, and satin.41 He imported exotic commodities from abroad for the ducal family and
court.42 He ran offices in Bruges, Antwerp, and Paris.43 Rapondi was a close financial advisor
to the Dukes of Burgundy, Philip the Bold (1363-1404), and later to John the Fearless (14041419).44 Rapondi also served as chief financial advisor, banker, and agent to Philip the Bold.45
In 1381, Giovanna’s grandfather, Giuffredo Cenami (1340-1413), was one of three partners of
the Cenami banking house in Bruges, which also had offices in Lucca.46 Giovanna’s father,
Guglielmo Cenami, was the eldest child and often represented Dino Rapondi in Bruges.
Guglielmo sold cloth to the Duke of Orleans, and he maintained the French branch of the family
business. Guglielmo married Jeanne Langlois, the daughter of a Lucchese merchant settled in
Paris.47 Giovanna’s Rapondi and Cenami ancestors became extremely successful businessmen
and maintained influential roles in court circles, in which they earned “wealth, prominence, and a
significant stake in the social fabric.”48 Both Italian and Burgundian society highly valued

40

Ibid, 80.
De Roover, Raymond. Money, banking and credit in medieval Bruges: Italian Merchant Bankers
Lombards and Money-Changers A Study in the Origins of Banking, The Medieval Academy of America,
1948, 89.
42
Seidel, Linda. Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait Stories of an Icon, 80.
43
Seidel, Linda. “Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait: Business as Usual?,” 74.
44
De Roover, Raymond. Money, banking and credit in medieval Bruges, 21.
45
Seidel, Linda. “Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait: Business as Usual?,” 74.
46
Ibid, 60.
47
Ibid, 61.
48
Seidel, Linda. Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait Stories of an Icon, 81.
41
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familial ties and advantageous marriages such as these because they held businesses together and
“fostered commercial growth.”49
Giovanna was born ‘ex corona Franciae’ (in France) and possessed royal blood (ex
sanguine regio).50 After Giovanni died, King Louis XI awarded Giovanna an income of the
ships docking in the harbor at Richebourg.51 This stipend demonstrates the close relationship
Giovanna enjoyed with the King and brought to her marriage, linking the couple to the French
monarch because of the significant political and business transactions in which both parties
engaged. Giovanna also had prior connections to the French court due to her family’s business
office in Paris. After her husband’s death, Giovanna remained a widow and childless until the
end of her life. Giovanna died in Bruges on October 13, 1480, and was buried in the church of
Santa Chiara, near her husband. She left her possessions, her estate, and all she inherited from
her husband’s estate to her nephew Jean Cenami, son of Marco di Guglielino, who lived in
France.52 Thus the wealth from Arnolfini and their marriage ultimately benefitted Cenami heirs.

Formal Analysis of The Arnolfini Portrait
In the Arnolfini Portrait, Jan van Eyck placed the two elongated figures of Giovanni
Arnolfini and Giovanna Cenami in the center of the composition. Giovanni grasps Giovanna’s
right hand with his left, as they stand in a lavishly-furnished bedroom with a red-canopied bed
and prayer bench. On the left-hand side of the composition, an open window filters light into the

49

Ibid, 85.
Hall, Edwin. The Arnolfini Betrothal: Medieval Marriage and the Enigma of Van Eyck’s Double
Portrait, 5 and Giancoli, Simonetto. CENAMI in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, Vol. 23, 1979.
51
Giancoli, Simonetto. CENAMI in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, Vol. 23, 1979.
52
Ibid and Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 195.
50
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room and reveals a sliver of blue sky. In the convention of the International Gothic period,
Giovanna wears her hair in stylized fashion pulled back from her face, instead of hanging loose
about her shoulders. Giovanna’s delicate hands, pale skin, high forehead, and plucked eyebrows
symbolized idealized womanly beauty and high status in contemporary elite circles in the
Netherlands. Her voluminous and vibrant green gown falls in front of her waist and symbolizes
the materialistic culture to which the couple belonged.53 Giovanni wears clothing associated
with the outdoors and masculinity, as his fur-lined cloak and wide brimmed hat suggest that he
just entered the room from outside and that he conducts business with the “broader world.”54
Van Eyck “proclaims the couple’s wealth” through trade by including imported oranges from
Italy on the windowsill and an Anatolian rug.55 The artist depicts compelling symbols
throughout the composition in the small dog, a rare Brussels griffon, the pattens (wooden clogs),
and the commanding scarlet bed, made with copious amounts of expensive red fabric. Van Eyck
included his signature placed underneath the mirror, “Jan van Eyck fuit hic 1434,” indicating his
role as a witness to the event that transpires between Giovanni and Giovanna. A convex mirror
hanging in the center of the composition contains ten roundels depicting the Stations of the Cross
and Christ’s Passion and reflects the presence of two additional figures in the room. A small
carved sculpture of St. Margaret, the patron saint of childbirth, stands atop the bedpost, while a
strand of prayer beads hangs from the wall, both symbols representative of the piety of the
couple and their desire for children.

53

Carroll, Margaret D. “In the Name of God and Profit: Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait.”
Representations, No. 44, 1993, 107.
54
Carroll, Margaret D. “The Merchant’s Mirror: Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait,” 13.
55
Harbison, Craig. “Sexuality and Social Standing in Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Double Portrait.”
Renaissance Quarterly 42, 1990, 270.
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History and Provenance of the Painting
The first recorded owner of the Arnolfini Portrait was Don Diego de Guevara (d. 1520), a
Spanish nobleman raised in the Burgundian court who spent the majority of his life in Flanders.56
De Guevara was an important patron of the arts, however, it is unknown how the painting came
into his possession. Before 1516, De Guevara gave the portrait to Margaret of Austria (14801530), the great-granddaughter of Philip the Good and a patroness of the arts (Figure 3).57 In
1516, the portrait was the first item listed in Margaret of Austria’s inventory, a location that
suggests its prominence in her significant collection. It was described as “a large picture which
is called Hernoul le Fin with his wife in a chamber.”58 Margaret was Governor of Hapsburg
Netherlands from 1507 to 1515, therefore, it is likely that this inventory was taken after she
stepped down from her position.59 In 1523, the painting was described simply as depicting
Arnoult Fin, a Gallicized variant of the name that appears in documents dating from Arnolfini’s
lifetime.60 When Margaret of Austria died in 1530, the painting passed into the collection of
Mary of Hungary, Margaret’s niece and sister to Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor (15001558).61 In October of 1555, the Hapsburg empire fell and Charles V abdicated. He transferred
his sovereignty of the Netherlands to his son Philip II, and Mary relinquished her regency of the
Netherlands. In 1556, an inventory was made of Mary of Hungary’s property as she prepared to
leave for Spain. After Mary’s death in 1558, the Arnolfini portrait entered the Spanish royal

56

Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 174.
Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 174.
58
Ibid, 174.
59
Medieval Bruges, c. 850-1550. Ed. Andrew Brown and Jan Dumolyn.
60
Schabacker, Peter H. “De Matrimonio ad Morganaticam Contracto: Jan Van Eyck’s ‘Arnolfini’
Portrait Reconsidered.”
61
Hall, Edwin. The Arnolfini Betrothal: Medieval Marriage and the Enigma of Van Eyck’s Double
Portrait, 2.
57
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collection.62 Historians believe that the Arnolfini Portrait left Spain during the Peninsula War
(1808-1814) because the next owner was James Hay (d. 1854), a Scottish soldier who served
during the conflict.63 Hay returned to England where he attempted to sell the painting to the
Prince Regent, who later became George IV of England (1762-1830). Trustees of the National
Gallery in London purchased the painting from Hay in 1842.64

Chapter 2: The Burgundian Court of Duke Philip the Good
Duke Philip the Good
Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy, came from a long line of Burgundian rulers. During
his reign, Philip the Good established a middle-class whose “social position and success was
dependent on ducal appointment.”65 The dukes of Burgundy established a lifestyle that was
imitated by the elite, such as nobility within the court and merchants.66 During the fifteenth
century, Bruges acted as the cosmopolitan center for the Burgundian court, as a hub for
economics and trade, and as a location from which the Duke of Burgundy could expand his
wealth and might to the rest of the Low Countries (Figure 4).67 Burgundian court life became a
prototype for all of Europe, “a model for imitation.”68 The ‘Golden Age’ was the most
economically prosperous and peaceful period of the Burgundian age.69 Philip the Good was a

62

Ibid, 5.
Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 176.
64
Ibid, 176.
65
Ibid, 119.
66
Vaughan, Richard. Philip the Good: the apogee of Burgundy, 134.
67
Nicholas, David. Medieval Flanders. London: Longman Group UK Limited, 1992, 317.
68
Vaughan, Richard. Philip the Good: the apogee of Burgundy, 73.
69
Nicholas, David. Medieval Flanders, 346.
63
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great patron of the arts, and his patronage of painting, music, and literature contributed to the
flourishing cosmopolitan character of Bruges. 70

Art Market
The Bruges art market provided easy and efficient access to the rest of Europe, and
immigrant merchants like the Arnolfini and Cenami established direct connections between Italy
and Flanders, allowing for the ease of business and exchange of culture. Through their business
engagements in Flanders, many Italians became fascinated with the Dutch style of painting that
they commissioned works to be exported back to Italy.71 Wealthy Italian merchants from
Flanders formed the largest group of artistic consumers and patrons, facilitating the dispersion of
art throughout Europe.72 The leading Flemish artist of the fifteenth century was Jan van Eyck.

Jan van Eyck
According to Bartholomaeus Facius, historian to King Alfonso of Naples, Jan van Eyck
was considered the “leading painter of [the] time” in Europe.73 Van Eyck was well educated in
mathematics, history, and the arts, which contributed to his knowledge of the properties of colors
and pigments. Scholars view Jan and his brother Hubert as the founders of the late medieval
school of Flemish painting.74 Van Eyck painted the Arnolfini Portrait in oil, a technique that he
and his brother invented. The slow-drying properties of oils allowed for the “meticulous

70

Ibid, 346.
Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 190.
72
Ibid, 219.
73
Baxandall, Michael. “Bartholomaeus Facius on Painting: A fifteenth- Century Manuscript of the De
Viris Illustribus.” 102.
74
Nicholas, David. Medieval Flanders, 349.
71
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depiction of costumes and furnishings.”75 Van Eyck was able to achieve extremely fine work
that captured incredible colors and textures of furs and fabrics. Van Eyck painted illusionistic
panels that seemed to contain precious metal, glass, cloth and fur, thus tricking the eye of the
viewer. Jan’s fame spread to Italy early in his career, when Italian merchants for whom he had
painted in Bruges returned to their homeland with his panels. His use of this new oil medium to
create such beautiful and precise details led to his fame in the courts of Europe.
Van Eyck was active during the “Golden Age of Flemish culture,” in which society and
the Flemish economy flourished and there was peace throughout the Burgundian region.76 The
majority of Flemish artists during the time period were employed by the Burgundian court,
which retained the artists as court painters for the Duke.77 Oftentimes, the Duke supervised the
commission of the works and van Eyck’s other patrons and potential commissions.78 Van Eyck
was employed in Holland by Duke John of Bavaria until his death in 1425.79 In 1426, after the
death of his brother, Jan van Eyck moved from Ghent to Bruges, where he established residency
and a career in the Court of the Duke of Burgundy.80 Van Eyck owned property in Bruges,
which allowed him to function as a notary.
The artist was deeply intertwined with the court and maintained strong relationships with
local power, especially that of Philip the Good. The Duke patronized artists, like van Eyck, and
established them as cultural diplomats.81 I Van Eyck enjoyed considerable status in the court of

75

Carroll, Margaret D. “The Merchant’s Mirror: Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait,” 9.
Nicholas, David. Medieval Flanders. London: Longman Group UK Limited, 1992, 346.
77
Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 188.
78
Ibid, 194.
79
Vaughan, Richard. Philip the Good: the apogee of Burgundy. Woodbridge: The Boydell Press,
1970, 154.
80
Mirot, Leone and Eugenio Lazzareschi. “Un Mercante di Lucca in Fiandra – Giovanni Arnolfini,” 91.
81
Blockmans, Wim and Walter Prevenier. The Promised Lands: The Low Countries Under Burgundian
Rule, 1369-1530, 75.
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Philip the Good, as the painter was well-educated in Greek and Latin.82 In 1425, Philip the Good
employed van Eyck as his only court painter and he then appeared on the ducal salary lists as a
valet de chamber, or chamberlain.83 Philip the Good respected van Eyck’s reason and judgment
so much that he appointed the artist as his private secretary.84 Knowledge of the courtly and
financial circles within which the Arnolfini moved elevated van Eyck’s status, as both he and
Arnolfini maintained direct connections to the Duke. During his time at court, van Eyck was
forbidden by the Duke from working for anyone not connected with the court of Burgundy.85
The Duke frequently visited van Eyck’s studio to inspect commissions, demonstrating their close
relationship. In 1434, the Duke served as godfather to van Eyck’s child, a strategic move on the
part of the artist.86 Philip the Good gifted van Eyck six silver cups to commemorate the child’s
baptism.87 With the birth of the child, the relationship between painter and Duke became one of
kinship rather than simply of commercial service.88 Even when court economics declined, Philip
the Good insisted that van Eyck receive his salary because the court would never again find “his
equal in artistic skill.”89 Philip the Good generously paid van Eyck, and in 1434, the year of The
Arnolfini Portrait, Jan’s salary increased by 720 percent and converted into a life pension.90
This gesture illustrates the high esteem that the duke held for van Eyck and the important role
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Campbell, Lorne. The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools, 20.
Blockmans, Wim and Walter Prevenier. The Promised Lands: The Low Countries Under Burgundian
Rule, 1369-1530, 135.
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Knox, Giles. “The late paintings of Velazquez: theorizing painterly performance.” Las Meninas:
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that van Eyck maintained in the court, providing evidence of mutual affection that extended even
beyond business.
Philip the Good sent van Eyck on several journeys to locations such as Lille and Portugal.
In 1428, van Eyck travelled to the Iberian Peninsula as part of a delegation that negotiated a
marriage for Philip the Good.91 The artist painted a portrait of Isabela of Portugal to send back
to the Duke in Bruges, thus serving in a central role as marriage transactions were negotiated
between Portugal and the Duke.92 While in Portugal, Van Eyck made religious pilgrimages to
Santiago de Compostela, as well as other Christian and Islamic areas in Spain.93 Based on the
landscape scenery of a number of his artworks, possibly Rome and Jerusalem.94 This
relationship demonstrates that van Eyck was at the Duke’s call for whenever the Duke pleased.
As a court artist and member of the Bruges painters’ guild, van Eyck was forbidden from
working in the open art market. For his non-ducal commissions, van Eyck’s work was limited to
patrons who were connected to the court and duke.95 As such, the artist’s other patrons “ranged
from the duke, his chancellor, and the higher clergy to members of the urban administrative elite
and merchants.”96 Within van Eyck’s works, the artist simulated the material wealth and piety of
his patrons, as they aspired to be seen as worldly and devout.97 For example, in 1435,
Chancellor Nicholas Rolin commissioned van Eyck to paint a composition of himself with the
Madonna and Child (Figure 5).98 As Chancellor, Rolin served as Philip the Good’s chief
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political negotiator.99 During his time of service, Rolin amassed one of the largest fortunes of
the time, as the Duke richly compensated Rolin for his loyalty.100 Rolin viewed this commission
as an opportunity for him to exercise his “materially rich and ostentatious taste,” while still
remaining pious, as he receives absolution from the Virgin and Christ.101 Just as the Arnolfini
Portrait, the painting of Chancellor Rolin displays the influence of the Burgundian court in terms
of the constructed finery and opulence.102

Bruges and trade during the fifteenth century
The trade market during the fifteenth century in the Netherlands was diverse and
extensive. Merchants imported goods from exotic international locations and traded both
domestically and abroad to other European cities. An important development for trade, termed
the “merchant revolution” by Raymond de Roover, was the migration of Italian merchants to
Flanders that developed into a more efficient form of organized trade.103 In the late fourteenth
century, Italians began to establish businesses in Flanders, particularly near the centers of cloth
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production. This international connection developed into mercantile capitalism, in which
merchants conducted their business in counting-houses and traded with associates throughout
Europe and the Mediterranean. Typically, business in Bruges was conducted via the poorterij, a
“network of interrelated families” who shared common interest in trade, commerce, and
manufacturing.104 The poorterij were the “wealthy, land-owning bourgeoisie” who maintained
positions of influence in governmental roles.105 For many merchants, this practice developed
into an “essential relationship of business and the family,” as traders relied upon their family
members around Europe to provide business connections.106
From 1384 to 1467, the Burgundian rulers linked Flanders to the rest of the Low
Countries by exercising their authority throughout the area (Figure 6). In doing so, Flanders
became more significant in trading networks because Bruges made connections with cities
throughout Europe, which expanded both their wealth, power, and trading networks.107 These
networks provided many merchant-bankers with a “diversity of interests,” in which banking was
one aspect of a multifaceted industry.108 Bruges became the most international mercantile town
in northwest Europe and the city served as the most northerly location of Italian trading
business.109 Foreign merchants were able to exercise their own jurisdiction in internal affairs,
meaning that residents in the community could resolve conflicts without bringing the matter to
the Duke. Bruges was the only city in Flanders where Italian trading houses were represented.110
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Italian business houses maintained extensive trading networks of goods and payments with other
Italians traders in other commercial cities in the Low Countries.111 Merchants from Florence and
Lucca, in particular, specialized in establishing multi-branch financial trading houses.112 Bruges
emerged as a center of banking due to the surplus liquidation of Italian assets and the Italians’
use of progressive financial and commercial techniques, meaning that Italian merchants exported
business practices learned in Italy to Bruges, where they had large sums of cash.113 Merchants
utilized two commercial systems that differed due to the volume of trade: the advanced
Mediterranean style and thee smaller-scale northern European.114 Italians made profitable
businesses by extending loans to the rulers of the Low Countries in exchange for high status
positions in the ducal court.115
In the fifteenth century, Bruges was a strong economic center and the most international
mercantile city in northwest Europe.116 Historians identify the city as the center that connects
trade from northern southern Europe with trade from the Mediterranean and Baltic.117 Flanders
provided a safe haven for expatriot merchants, as foreigners were protected by privileges set
forth by the local town governments.118 Numerous merchants acted as intermediaries between
the Court at Burgundy and the rest of the commercial establishments in Bruges.119 Those that
negotiated directly with the Duke often maintained the most influence in society. Typically,
these merchants were of Italian descent.120 For example, the Italian bankers who were employed
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by the Duke, greatly influenced the power structure of Bruges.121 In 1407, the Lucchese
company belonging to Dino Rapondi loaned a significant amount of funds to the group
supporting John the Fearless with which the faction used to take control the city hall in
Bruges.122

Lucchese Community in Bruges
In order to forge business connections further, Italian merchants organized themselves
into communes based upon the Italian cities and towns from which they came.123 Communes
formed traditional neighborhood associations in which members of the community were
protected by statutes that protected commercial privileges.124 These communities were of
strategic importance to the governing of the city, as the Italian nations presented a “united front”
in matters of state. The Lucchese community, the nation to which Giovanni and Giovanna
belonged, acted not only as a ruling body, but also as a “trade association, social club, and
religious brotherhood” comprised of expatriates from Lucca.125 Living in such a tightly knit
community provided Lucchese expatriates with business contracts with other merchants,
personal relationships, and supported devotion to Lucca’s Volto Santo. Italian communes all
over Flanders were strongly connected by their native cultures and ties with their homeland,
which proved advantageous as the merchants maintained extended business networks. The
community connected through collective participation in festivities and religious services
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organized by members of the city.126 Flanders became economically dependent upon the
Lucchese community for the exportation of cloth and textiles; thus, the commercial prosperity of
Flanders was greatly influenced by the businesses of the Italian colonies.127 Merchants such as
Giovanni Arnolfini, who conducted international business and trade, often served as the most
influential members of their communes.128

Chapter 3: Conspicuous Consumption, Material Culture, and Courtly Fashions
Court Influence
Because other elites in the court of Philip the Good employed conspicuous displays of
expensive items, Arnolfini would have understood how to utilize goods of wealth as a means to
advertise his family’s social status and desirability as a business partner. This exposure offered
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Arnolfini the opportunity to emulate the Duke and a means to project his noble status and the
status of his and his wife’s familial lineages. In mimicking the splendor of Philip the Good,
Arnolfini projected his willingness to contribute to Flemish society due to his status as an Italian
ex-patriot. Arnolfini may have commissioned van Eyck to show the considerable consumption
as a result of international business and mercantilism that Arnolfini amassed throughout his
career. In part, Arnolfini crafted his merchant identity based upon his experiences and
interactions in the social and political contexts of the fifteenth century Burgundian court.129 The
elevated prominence that Arnolfini held as supplier and financier to the Duke of Burgundy
allowed Arnolfini to invest in material goods that contributed to his noble lifestyle.130 Although
few examples of Arnolfini’s artistic patronage exist today, historians credit him as a patron of
music. In 1463 in Bruges, Arnolfini commissioned a large choir book as a gift for the cathedral
of Lucca.131 This manuscript likely enriched Arnolfini’s standing as he demonstrated that he was
wealthy enough to contribute to cultural and religious endeavors.132
Material culture formed an important cornerstone of the social identity of elites in
Flanders. A visual display of material culture advanced individuals’ statuses in the late medieval
period by contributing to the concept of conspicuous consumption.133 Individuals used material
culture to develop and construct their own cultural and social identities.134 Nobles reinforced
their positions in society by imitating material display of the duke and other members of the
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Burgundian court.135 The dukes of Burgundy were responsible for the creation of this
materialistic culture and a “professionalized bureaucracy” because the rulers employed the elites
in politics and matters of state.136 Through their ducal appointments, nobles accumulated wealth,
influence, and prestige which broadened their social networks.137 In this civic and political
organization, nobility gained increased capital, in the form of means and resources, classified as
economic, cultural, social, and symbolic.138 The status of a noble was viewed as symbolic
capital because in order to be considered part of the nobility, one must have recognized the other
three types of capital.139 Society organized into a refined system of classes based on the types of
capital and those who specialized in and benefited from each.140 For those who aspired higher
social standing, symbolic capital included the possession of property, marriage alliances with
noble families, an aristocratic lifestyle, and conspicuous consumption.141 The availability of
luxury goods led to the development of a display culture and a society dependent upon the
affirmation of wealth. With the expansion of trade came the want of merchants to “acquire
valuable possessions” and present them in their homes.142 Individuals invested in these indulgent
products in order to validate their newly acquired station.143
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Many nobles and those aspiring to the position, expressed their material culture by
imitating the upper classes in order to convey messages of “power, status, and nobility.”144
Societal mobility was achieved through the construction of personal identity based on material
wealth. Display culture was not just utilized by aspiring nobles, it was also used as propaganda
by the Burgundian dukes, notably, Philip the Good and Charles the Bold. The dukes patronized
artists to enhance ducal magnificence and publicize virtuous ducal qualities around the realm.145
The dukes and their artists carefully planned the display of courtly art as a way for individuals to
project their social status and enhance their positions within society. Noblemen commissioned
art as a model of self-representation as they maintained the power and social status needed to
invest in cultural capital and to align themselves with the Dukes.146
During the fifteenth century, the Burgundian court set the precedent for the rest of
Europe.147 The court of Burgundy was known as the most splendid court and became
increasingly important in the creation of the material culture found within noble upper middleclass homes.148 Much of the Burgundian nobility mimicked the Duke’s tastes and lavish
expenditures on material items.149 As the Duke defined the standards of the display of status so
too the noblemen invested more in their objects of distinction and power.150 This included
affirming their status publicly through art, literature, and material culture.151 As a result of the
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imitation of ducal style, the influence of the Burgundian court spread throughout the region.152
The ducal court served as a trend-setter for the rest of society as it established new behaviors,
tastes, and preferences.153
Philip the Good equated himself with Alexander the Great since the Greek ruler was seen
as a paragon of virtue; and, like Alexander, Philip the Good had great aspirations for the
expansion of Burgundian lands.154 In 1459, the Duke commissioned a set of tapestries in which
the he manifested himself as the ancient Greek king.155 This deliberate association in visual form
with Alexander the Great reinforced the courtly admiration for the Duke while highlighting his
accomplishments as a ruler.156 For just as Alexander had conquered great expanses of territory,
so too did Philip the Good as he built a new realm from lands in France and the Netherlands.157
Van Eyck’s intimate position within the court and his relationship with Philip the Good
paralleled the famous precedent set by Apelles and Alexander.158 Apelles was court painter to
Alexander the Great and was viewed as a leading painter in antiquity. Philip the Good used
artistic patronage to improve his image and highlight his accomplishments within the
Burgundian court and abroad, as it made audiences familiar with the Duke’s allusion to the
greatness of antiquity and how he desires to replicate the past deeds of Alexander the Great in his
own duchy.159
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Nobility and Constructed Identity
Arnolfini constructed his own noble identity by choosing how he and his wife were
depicted by van Eyck. The clothes they wear, the objects shown, and the color palette used all
reflect his interest in material culture and social identity. A painting created by van Eyck, the
court artist, provided Arnolfini with an “instant enhancement of status” as van Eyck accurately
replicated Arnolfini’s wealth from his trade.160 During the fifteenth century, social mobility
among the elite classes increased as people understood themselves to be defined by their
personal belongings and physical property.161 Nobility was a form of social recognition which
resulted from the construction of a class system based on appearances and wealth.162 Noble
status was attained through family lineage but also through the acquisition of new monies and
advancement of one’s career. Marriages between noble families ensured continuation of an
aristocratic line of descent.163 Nobles constructed identities through their display of material
culture because objects and spaces represented an individual’s symbolic capital. This type of
capital determined societal perception of the economy, culture, and social relationships.164 From
this ostentatious display, rules and etiquette regarding noble status formed around the ideals of
appearances and lifestyles.165
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During the late medieval and Renaissance periods, members of society believed that a
visible display of a merchant’s wealth could support his reputation.166 Therefore, the Arnolfini
used this common acceptance to justify their conspicuous consumption of material goods. An
individual transformed their physical environment through the use of goods and products in
order to develop their own cultural identity and social status.167 Due to the importance of the
market and trade in Flanders, material objects were highly commodified as the elites in society
possessed the funds necessary to purchase luxury goods.168 Members of society viewed
Giovanni Arnolfini as a prosperous merchant because, as he demonstrated in the Arnolfini
Portrait, he maintained property, in the form of a home and furniture, and he provided valuable
clothing for himself and his wife.169 Paintings and portraits functioned as representations of
symbolic capital because the subject of the work typically wore fashionable clothing, jewels, and
other symbols of their wealth.170 These objects communicated the station of the owner and
created a system of signs and symbols that became attached to the aristocracy.171 The popular
opinion held in society during the Late Medieval period in Europe reflected the idea that external
appearances indicated social status.172 Noble symbolic capital revolved around material goods
and in order to engage in upward social mobility, the noble had to display their capital.173
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In effect, Giovanni Arnolfini used the symbols of his wealth to construct a noble identity
that reflected his desire to emulate Philip the Good in terms of a system of material cues based
on elite material culture. Just as Philip the Good had compared himself to Alexander in order to
enhance his status amongst European royalty, Arnolfini initiated comparisons with Philip the
Good in order to enhance his status within the court. Imitation of the duke’s fashion and of his
“investment in works of art” was common during the period, as the grandeur of the ducal style
was both elegant and luxurious.174 The symbols within the composition emphasize Arnolfini’s
social aspirations to integrate himself further into the Burgundian court structure.175 Each
symbol in the Arnolfini Portrait demonstrates Arnolfini’s position at court and his noble station
as counselor and Governor of Finance.176 The articles of clothing, heavy fabrics in luxurious
colors, and the rich decorations of the room, gilded chandelier and mirror, displayed Arnolfini’s
wealth from trade and affirmed the couple’s respectability in society. Many of the objects
present in the painting serve as signs of “immaterial elements of identity, social networks, and
power relations.”177 These immaterial elements included objects that imitated nobility, displayed
wealth, or were exchanged via international networking.178 Within the painting, social markers
include the oranges were imported from the Mediterranean, furs that Giovanni wears came from
the Baltic, a carpet from the Levant, and colored dye from Spain.179 Oranges became known as
the fruit of kings and princes due to the costs associated with importing the rare fruit from Italy
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to the Netherlands.180 Imported oranges displayed the variety of foodstuffs imported into Bruges
and the demand of exotic goods by the nobility, as luxurious foods equated to a luxurious
lifestyle.181 As such, the placement of the oranges on the windowsill not only confirms
Arnolfini’s prosperity but also connects him to his Italian heritage (Figure 7).
Italy dominated the Mediterranean trading networks, which allowed Italian merchants to
control the supply of goods that flowed into and were demanded by European consumers.182
This control boosted the power of the Italian merchants and businessmen, as Italian
manufacturers regulated luxury markets.183 Italian and Iberian merchants introduced most of the
luxury oriental products imported into Bruges from regions in the Near East, Central Asia, and
Far East.184 These merchants emigrated primarily from Venice, Genoa, Florence, and Lucca
which contributed to a large cosmopolitan city by influencing the tastes of consumers in
Bruges.185 Over time, Bruges became the center for luxury goods in the Low Countries.186
Merchants imported a wide variety of foreign goods including foodstuffs, textiles, fabrics, and
dyes for use in industries in and around the city.187 These types of imported oriental items were
depicted in early Netherlandish painting, most of which was produced in Bruges, the main
commercial center of the Low Countries.188 Material oriental goods appeared in portraits
commissioned by wealthy aristocratic patrons and are particularly found in the panel paintings
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by van Eyck and other artists working particularly in Bruges.189 For example in the Madonna by
Petrus Christus (1445) and van Eyck’s Madonna with the Child from a small triptych (1437), as
both of these works feature the Madonna sitting on an oriental carpet likely imported from the
East. (Figures 8 and 9).
The Arnolfini Portrait takes place in the bedroom, which during the fifteenth century,
served as the location for the signing of important documents. Homes did not separate domestic
and business spaces; thus, mercantile activity took place in rooms within the household.190
Wealthy individuals conducted business in bedrooms because the furnishings showed off the
couple’s affluence and rank. In the bedchamber, a family kept their jewelry, silver, and
important business documents, such as accounts, credits, and loans.191 Although these items are
not directly shown in the Arnolfini Portrait, the painting displays additional symbols that project
the couple’s wealth. For example, the canopied bed served as a focal point in the room that
offered evidence of the owner’s wealth and rank in society.192 Furniture formed an important
part of display culture as a hung bed served as a visual of the owner’s degree of estate.193 Beds
were status symbols that gained popularity in royal courts and then, in the fifteenth century, were
adopted by nobles.194 Due to the popularity of hung beds, draped with excess amounts of fabric,
the nobility displayed the furniture pieces in reception chambers as ceremonial objects.195 In the
Arnolfini Portrait, the red bed drapery represents Arnolfini’s commercial wealth from his
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participation in foreign trade. In the fifteenth century, red dye was the most expensive color as it
was made from the bodies of Kermes insects, which were only found in Spain and the Levant.196
The textile industries in the Low Countries became reliant upon dyes and colors such as kermes
in order to meet the aristocratic demand for oriental luxury goods.197 The manufacture of this
particular color was quite labor intensive as it required “substantial capital outlay and manual
input.”198 Although, society recognized the color red as a symbol of usury, the other objects,
such as the prayer beads, statue of St. Margaret, and the prayer chair, presented in the portrait
contradict that notion by presenting a worldly, yet pious image of the couple.199
Placed behind the couple on the floor next to the bed, rests a highly decorative Anatolian
carpet (Figure 10). Oriental carpets were clear markers of noble identity as they carried elements
of prestige reflected in their rarity and high costs associated with production.200 The Anatolian
carpet in the portrait reflects the distinction associated with owning oriental goods and
emphasizes the Italian preference for foreign products.201 In particular, carpets from Anatolia
served as luxury items used to enhance the interior of homes of wealthy merchants.202 These
rare exotic items promoted the appeal of foreign lands to consumers.203 Due to their admired
qualities, the carpets became highly sought-after goods by elites in the Italian urban social circles
and among the rising middle classes of merchants, traders, and artisans.204 Oriental carpets
served as the pinnacle of a wealthy Italian’s earthly possessions and as markers of identity and
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high social class.205 As such, carpets were listed in inventories and frequently represented in art
of the period.206 Nobles displayed their luxury via items in the home, such as the lavish carpets,
and their tasteful attire.

Fashion, Dress, and Clothing in Late Medieval Bruges
Particularly in Flemish cities, members of the urban upper middle classes flaunted their
material wealth.207 Style and fashion were viewed in close association with power and business
as negotiations were often determined by one’s wealth and their ability to afford luxury goods.208
Capitalism developed out of the urban merchant class as society organized and evolved into
groups based on wealth rather than blood.209 The new merchant class was intimately connected
with the elites, as the merchants supplied luxury goods to the nobility.210 Due to this
relationship, the merchant class was already exposed to expressions of wealth and splendor. The
upper middle class during the fifteenth-century used fashion to construct identities that reflected
their new aristocratic statuses. The display of elegance in style and fashion assisted in the
assertion of position, as clothing functioned as a medium with which individuals could
communicate their rising social class.211 Clothing allowed nobility to convey social, economic,
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and political values through the fabrics and textiles worn.212 The display of fashion was an
extremely public affair and a visible aspect of identity and self-expression.213
During the late medieval period from 1350 to 1480, the influential Burgundian court
shaped the rise of fashion in Flanders and across the rest of Europe.214 The increased interest in
fashionable clothing was a result of the expansion of trade routes with the Eastern Mediterranean
as that region produced more diverse materials and types of textiles.215 Not only could elites
display their wealth in the objects within their home, they could also express their status through
their appearance and the articles worn on their bodies. The body provided a portable means of
displaying conspicuous consumption, as one could wear rings, jewelry, and fashionable
clothing.216 Clothing serves as the one agent through which elites communicated their
consumption of material goods and proclaimed their wealth to others.217 Fabric and cloth
industries formed the main support of the economies of the Low Countries.218 Textiles were
produced by Italian manufacturing cities such as Venice, Florence, and Lucca and these new
manufacturers saturated the markets in Northern Europe with their expensive fabrics.219 The
Burgundian court purchased luxury textiles, such as silks and linen, directly from the Italian
manufacturers or from textile merchants in the Low Countries.220 Typically, wealthy courtiers
and Italian merchants both wore precious silks, brocades, and velvets.221 As fashion tastes and
preferences expanded, aristocratic consumers in Northern Europe demanded more refined exotic
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fabrics.222 In Bruges, specialist manufacturers of luxury textiles and clothing arose out of the
demand for splendor.223
Philip the Good promoted a strong sense of etiquette at his court, and the fashions
associated with members of the elite demonstrate the importance that the duke placed on
appearance and manner. The clothing and stylized appearance of the couple emphasizes their
desire to emulate the noble identity fashioned by the Duke of Burgundy (Figure 11).224 As
clothing asserted an individual’s rank and prestige, for Arnolfini, a foreigner, creating his own
self-image became very important in order to “appeal to, and impress the Flemish nobility.”225
Arnolfini’s hat, an expensive status symbol, included somber colors that mirrored the taste of the
Duke of Burgundy (Figure 12).226 Giovanni’s heuque, outer garment, was made of velvet and
would have been produced using an enormous amount of silk.227
The display of wealth on Giovanna becomes even more important than her husband’s,
because her image expresses her noble bloodline, which represents yet another facet of
Giovanni’s increased social status. Giovanna’s clothes, hair, and physical appearance assist the
viewer in contextualizing her status as her features display her individualism and virtue, and
these attributes served as status signs as much as a coat of arms.228 The Arnolfini’s connection to
Burgundian court life is further evidenced by Giovanna’s pale complexion, achieved with the
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application of makeup, and favored by the refined courtly women.229 Giovanna also wears richly
colored fabrics and heavy, expensive furs that were sold by merchants in Bruges (Figure 13).230
Her green dress alludes to the cloth that Florentine bankers and moneychangers used to signify
their businesses in the city center.231 Her long train asserts her wealth and importance due to the
copious amounts of fabric used.232
In the Arnolfini Portrait, Giovanna’s heavy green dress sports ermine trimming. Ermine
was manufactured for those in the highest social ranks and served as a symbol of sumptuous
prestige.233 This type of fur was used in aristocratic garments and dresses, thus ennobling the
wearer.234 The manufacture of ermine lining required a a great deal of labor, as the process of
fabricating the garment needed the skins of numerous animals in order to encompass the entire
trim.235 During the middle ages, society placed great importance on furs, as they presented the
elevated status of their wearers.236 Pictorial representations of furs were extremely popular in
portraiture as elites preferred clothing made of fur in order to exhibit their material wealth and
economic status.237 The distinction of fur directly corresponded to the economic worth of the
commodity; the rarer and more expensive the fur, the greater the prestige.238 Within the portrait,
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Giovanna’s ermine-lined dress displays her noble status and symbolizes her purity, as the color
white alluded to female virtue.239 A legend states that the ermine would rather die than get its
pure white fur soiled.240 Traditionally, only aristocratic individuals could afford to use ermine in
their garments.241 Similarly, the Cenami family crest includes an ermine on top of the crest’s
stemma (Figure 14). The depiction of an ermine-lined dress in the portrait, then, connects
Giovanna to her paternal family, and prominently displays the power of the Cenami. Despite the
conspicuous amount of material goods shown in the painting, the ermine additionally represented
moderation.242
In 1483, Leonardo da Vinci began work on a portrait of Cecilia Gallerani (1473-1536),
known as the Lady with an Ermine (Figure 15). Cecilia was the mistress of Ludovico Sforza
(1452-1508), Duke of Milan. The Sforza family emblem was the ermine, therefore, in the
painting, the ermine symbolizes Cecilia’s personal relationship with the Duke.243 In this portrait,
Cecilia holds the ermine, yet the message of moderation and virtue mirrors that of the ermine
trimming in Giovanna’s gown. Da Vinci made careful study of the ermine and recorded his own
views on the allusion to moderation in his bestiary: “the ermine out of moderation never eats but
once a day, and it would rather let itself be captured by hunters tan take refuge in a dirty lair, in
order not to statin its purity.”244 The depictions of Giovanna and Cecilia with ermine display the
sitter’s status, but also reflect the importance of their respective husband and lover.
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The Mirror and Artist’s Signature
During the fifteenth century, mirrors served as important and precious status symbols.245
The mirror depicted in the Arnolfini Portrait contains ten roundels portraying scenes of the
Passion of Christ (Figure 16).246 The elaborately decorated mirror reflects the rest of the room,
the backs of the couple, and two additional figures, one clothed in red and the other in blue. The
religious imagery depicted within the roundels communicates the sacred nature of the mirror as a
personal token of the couple.247 The Christian symbolism, particularly the sign of the
crucifixion, reinforces the couple’s piety and further connects them to the Volto Santo, the holy
icon of the Lucchese community (Figure 17).248 The Volto Santo, a larger than life-sized carving
of the crucified Christ, was miraculously discovered on the Tuscan coast in the eighth century.249
It was brought to Lucca where it remains in a fifteenth century shrine the Lucca Cathedral.250
Throughout the centuries, chapels and confraternities, religious brotherhoods, were established
by Lucchese in Bruges and dedicated to the Volto Santo, which helped them stay connected to
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their homeland.251 Philip the Good’s inventory lists a gold cross garnished with jewels and
fashioned in the design of the Volto Santo.252 This piece was likely gifted to him by Arnolfini
because of the strong connection to the Lucchese holy relic.
The religious symbols in the portrait counter the materialism of the other objects located
in the bedroom. The images of the Passion depict the Arnolfini’s reverence towards sacred
objects, a tradition practiced throughout Italy and the Mediterranean.253 The inclusion of the
miniscule roundel imagery shows that despite all of the wealth Arnolfini has amassed throughout
his career, he and his wife remained pious by donating to the church and “endow[ing] daily and
annual masses.”254 When Arnolfini died, he dedicated masses to churches in Bruges, but also
left funds to endow daily church services in Lucca.255 On the yearly anniversary of his death,
masses were sung in both Bruges and Lucca. A merchant’s religious devotion established his
good reputation and acted as “pledge of good faith” within the community.256 The balance of
wealth and piety, two seemingly competing messages, is of crucial importance within the
painting.
Just as the sitter comments on his social status, so too van Eyck comments on his own
identity and prestige as an artist. By elaborately signing the painting directly in the center of the
composition and likely placing himself in the mirror’s reflection, van Eyck effectively comments
on his ability as an artist and his standing within courtly circles as the Duke’s personal painter
(Figure 18). Van Eyck literally inserts himself into the painting by depicting himself as the
witness in all red. The clothing of this particular witness is very similar to the headdress that the
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artist wore in his self-portrait in 1433, the year before the creation of the Arnolfini Portrait
(Figure 19).
Van Eyck deliberately chose a prominent location in the center of the work with which to
display his signature, written in Latin, and the date of the portrait: “Johannes de Eyck fuit hic
1434.”257 Van Eyck decorated his signature with cadels, decorative flourishes, in a calligraphic
manner similar to that of a notary.258 The viewer’s eye is immediately drawn to the center of the
work and the space between the convex glass and the polished chandelier where there can be no
debate as to who painted the Arnolfini couple. The signature “forms an integral part of the
pictorial illusion” as the wording of the signature “Jan van Eyck has been here 1434” directly
links van Eyck to the scene and to the individuals represented within the portrait.259 The
signature reinforces van Eyck’s artistic authority and the authenticity of his work, as well as
displaying the importance of the economics of art in the trade of the Low Countries with the rest
of Europe.260 Van Eyck’s signature emphasizes the artist’s role as a “self-involved and
ambitious court painter,” and as a key figure in ducal society.261 Van Eyck uses the mirror and
his potential reflection in it, along with his signature, to fashion and comment on his own identity
within the Duke of Burgundy’s circle and how he mixed with the elites in society.
In Bruges during the fifteenth century, both mirror craftsmen and painters belonged to the
same artisan Guild of St. Luke.262 Because of their proximity to one another, the mirror makers
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often decorated the frames of their products with paintings.263 Therefore, the mirror also
symbolizes the material wealth of the couple and their display of conspicuous consumption, as
the price of the mirror would have been great due to the inclusion of costly pigments and other
precious materials.264 The incredibly small detailed paintings in the mirror would have required
meticulous work on the part of the painter as he simulated the intricacies found around him. The
mirror signifies the achievement of the artisans working in Bruges and stands as a testament to
the high degree of skill needed to create a mirror of that quality.265
By including himself in the mirror’s reflection, van Eyck effectively links himself to the
artisanal mirror manufacturers. Van Eyck’s painted mirror image also demonstrates his level of
skill achieved to render such a small object with as much clarity and detail as possible. Not only
does the mirror communicate the wealth and status of the Arnolfini’s, it also acts as a “personal
emblem” of van Eyck due to the proximity of the mirror to his signature. The pairing of the
signature and the convex glass mirror emphasize the commercial partnerships between artisans
during the period.266
Arnolfini desired van Eyck to display the merchant’s conspicuous consumption
accumulated from his dealings in international trade and finance. The objects that both Arnolfini
and van Eyck chose to depict supports the couple’s affluence and respectability in the Lucchese
community and abroad. Visible confirmation of Arnolfini’s wealth, as displayed in the Arnolfini
Portrait, supported the merchant’s reputation within the community.267 This powerful selfconstrued image reassured Arnolfini’s business contacts that he was a trustworthy partner and a
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respectable capitalist and merchant. The symbolic imagery of the oranges, textiles, and color
reassure and support Arnolfini’s mercantile practices. By reinforcing his trustworthiness in a
permanent painting, Arnolfini persuades potential clients to conduct business with someone who
maintains a “good reputation and credit.”268 Picturing both husband and wife emphasizes the
wealth of the couple and the importance of their familial values by stressing the strength and
lasting character of their marriage.

Chapter 4: Giovanna’s Authority
Legal and Financial Empowerment of Giovanna
Traditionally, male art historians, such as Panofsky and Bedaux, viewed the Arnolfini
Portrait as a depiction of a marriage scene between Giovanni and Giovanna presided over by
van Eyck, as a notary, and another unnamed witness.269 In 1993, feminist art historian Margaret
Carroll radically deviated from the previously established understanding of the Arnolfini Portrait
by analyzing the role of Giovanna Cenami in her husband’s business.270 Carroll argued that the
Arnolfini Portrait documents “Arnolfini’s consent to his wife’s legal and financial
undertakings.”271 While this may seem a radical argument compared to early theories, historical
documentation indicates that in Northern Europe and Italy, merchant couples often worked in
this way.272 Both parties stood to gain or lose from the relationship and business. Arnolfini’s
business necessitated absences from Bruges to travel across Europe. He engaged in foreign trade
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as a merchant and financier with high profile clients, but did not enter into sustained partnerships
with other firms.273 Therefore, he would have needed someone whom he trusted to manage his
affairs in Bruges while he traveled. Giovanna’s upbringing and familial relations enabled her to
have extensive knowledge of business and trade. Giovanna’s upbringing in a prominent Italian
merchant family that maintained international networks of business relations around Europe
prepared her well for this role. Her extended family maintained properties and offices in Paris
and Bruges and contracted business agreements in those cities and in their native Italy.274
Through archival documents, historians have ascertained that her father’s maternal family, the
Rapondi, delegated contracts to female members of the family and allowed women to participate
as parties in business agreements and trials.275 Giovanna likely came to the marriage expecting
to play an active role in the management of the business because her training would have made
her appealing to Giovanni. As a noblewoman and a woman of prestigious birth, Giovanna would
have commanded respect within the community because she came from a well-established
family. Clients would have wanted proof that the Arnolfini were trustworthy individuals who
could manage sales and payments in a timely fashion
Flemish law viewed marriage as a partnership in which the couple’s property was
controlled by the husband, but should he die, then half of the property was guaranteed to the
wife.276 This partnership relied on familial connections and strong marriage negotiations, both of
which made a “durable alliance.”277 The exchange of money and commercial networks were
important aspects of the dowry system.278 Therefore, the families of both the husband and wife
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sought benefit via marriage, resulting in either monetary enhancement or strategic alliances with
prominent businessmen in other families.279 Late medieval Flanders allowed women to maintain
a stronger legal and economic position compared to some other European countries.280 Married
women could operate businesses and act as partners in the affairs of their husbands.281 Women
in late medieval Flanders controlled considerable property, as half of the couple’s assets
belonged to each spouse.282 Property could be transferred through lineages, which created
commercial development as assets could be inherited.283 Many women operated businesses
either by themselves or in “active partnership” with their husbands.284 It was legal for single
women to act as independent businesswomen. It was more challenging for a married woman to
operate on her own as a married woman required her husband’s consent for monetary
transactions.285
In Bruges, it was not uncommon for a woman to manage the exchange of goods and
services.286 Women held important business roles and influenced the economy of Bruges, where
a number of them were moneylenders, and considered the most prominent operators in the
city.287 For example, medieval account books provide examples of payments given to a
merchant’s wife.288 According to Carroll, a married woman in both Lucca and the Netherlands
could not participate in any type of legal contract without her husband, unless he had given his
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consent to her legal empowerment.289 In fifteenth century Flanders, however, “husbands could
legally empower their wives through an act of procuration, also called a mandate,” allowing the
wife to manage her husband’s business affairs.290 In effect, the husband decreed his spouse as
uxor et procuratrix, wife and procurator.291 Historians define these mandates as an “act of
procuration or power of attorney,” in which the couple swore “in good faith, before a notary, and
in the presence of witnesses.”292
Contemporary Italian and French author Christine de Pisan pressed for the advancement
of women by writing prescriptive feminist literature about women’s roles in fifteenth century
society. Pisan maintained close connections with the Burgundian Court, where she served as
court writer for the Duke and Duchess. Christine de Pisan argued that the task of a wife of a man
of high rank or a business-owner should be to take his place when he travels.293 Pisan asserts
that a wife needs to be well-informed about the legal and financial aspects of her husband’s
business.294 When the husband leaves, it becomes the wife’s responsibility to maintain the
business, as she would have “full authority.”295 Pisan encouraged husbands to entrust the power
of their business to their wives as many men had in the past.296 She described a capable wife as
demonstrating “good and prudent” qualities so that they are trusted enough to receive the
authority to conduct business on their husband’s behalf.297 In the Arnolfini Portrait, Giovanna
displays these key characteristics, as van Eyck depicts her in a position equal to that of her
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husband. Van Eyck portrays the couple on equal ground, by paying attention to each of them
and showing each in an ideal way according to the gender and social values of the time period.
Van Eyck depicts Giovanna’s empowerment not only through the gesture, but also in Giovanna’s
physical features, as she stands “erect and firm” and “gazes across to Giovanni” rather than
looking down at the floor.298 Both Giovanna and Giovanni wear heavy and luxurious fabrics to
demonstrate their wealth, but Giovanna also wears ermine which symbolizes her moderation, an
important feature to express to potential business clients.
Several objects and symbols within the Arnolfini Portrait demonstrate Giovanni’s
transfer of economic power to his wife. Giovanni raises his right hand in a gesture signifying the
swearing of an oath or contract. Spouses performed this contractual act in good faith in order to
demonstrate their respectability in society as transparent business owners.299 The couple’s joined
hands reinforce the notion of familial unity which they wish to translate into their business
practices (Figure 20). By depicting their unity, the couple shows potential clients their
trustworthiness in commercial activities. Giovanna’s white head-covering acts as a symbol of
marriage and womanhood, as she wears the “appropriate headdress of a married woman” (Figure
21).300 This representation signals Giovanni’s “legal authority” to grant his wife consent to
financial undertakings.301 The single lit candle in the chandelier symbolizes the handling of
contracts as in France and Flanders, as negotiators would light a candle when writing legal
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documents (Figure 22).302 Van Eyck’s self-portrait in the convex mirror and his flourishing
signature further qualify the proposal for legal empowerment.303 By depicting himself and one
other figure entering into the bedroom, van Eyck acts as a witness to the affirmation of the
transferring of economic authority to Giovanna. Additionally, the small dog in the foreground of
the painting represents fidelity in marriage, but also in business (Figure 23). The dog, a breed
called the Brussels griffon, was a constant companion of noble women in fifteenth century
Bruges.304 Giovanna proved her authority as an influential woman in society when, in the midfifteenth century, she paid for a seat before the door of St. James’ church in Bruges.305 Her
patronage is significant because it demonstrates Giovanna’s agency and interest in donating
money to religious pursuits independently.
The ducal court of Philip the Good set trends particularly through behavior, and as
Arnolfini endeavored to emulate Duke Philip the Good, his legal empowerment of Giovanna
corresponds to her husband’s goal of social ascension through the display of the couple’s wealth
and status.306 The example set forth by Philip the Good and his wife Isabella of Portugal (13971471) seems to have inspired Arnolfini, as the Duke mandated political authority to Isabella to
act as regent on her husband’s behalf. This political mandate occurred between 1432-1445, the
years in which Arnolfini would have been employed in the Duke’s court and just before the
Arnolfini Portrait was painted. Isabella of Portugal was “authorized and empowered” by the
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duke to “negotiate terms” on his behalf.307 For example, in 1435, at Arras, the capital of Philip
the Good’s county of Artois, Isabella displayed her “undoubted gifts as a negotiator” as she
negotiated several peace talks between England, France, and Burgundy.308 The Duke and
Duchess’ goals were to negotiate peace and bring an end to the hostilities between the regions.309
Isabella successfully bargained for a resolution between the French King Charles VII and Philip
the Good.310 Charles VII (1403-1461) stated that peace was only negotiated due to Isabella’s
services during the Franco-Burgundian conflict.311 As a result of her skill and services at Arras,
Isabella received an annual payment of 4,000 pounds from the French King.312
Additionally, when negotiations were needed to settle commercial relations between
England and Burgundy, Philip the Good bequeathed the majority of the responsibility for
resolution to Isabella.313 Duchess Isabella, whose “English connections and sympathies were
well known” and whose “diplomatic skill had been demonstrated as Arras,” oversaw the
negotiations for peace among Flanders, Holland, and England.314 As Philip the Good shared
power with his wife and delegated political responsibilities to her, Arnolfini would have desired
to emulate those same princely practices, thus demonstrated in the painting.315
Another example of female empowerment, occurs in Italy where merchant husbands also
mandated economic authority to their wives, as evidenced by the Datini in Florence. Margherita
Datini (1360-1423) was an aristocratic woman, like Giovanna, who assumed her husband’s role
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in business. Both women are extremely similar in terms of noble familial lineage and marriages
to merchants. Margherita Datini, a daughter of two Florentine nobles, and her husband,
Francesco, a merchant, corresponded about business and political matters.316 Francesco Datini
became very wealthy selling weapons, cloth, and other commodities to Avignon.317 In her
letters, Margherita “gives advice on how to manage business affairs,” as she often analyzes her
husband’s handling of commerce.318 As a merchant, Francesco often traveled to distant cities,
leaving Margherita at home to supervise the household and watch “very closely over the
business.”319 In these instances, Margherita provided a reliable and trustworthy partner to
maintain her husband’s finances in Florence. These contemporary examples from Bruges and
Florence show that this model of partnership would have been familiar to the Arnolfini and thus
support the understanding of the portrait as a depiction of this type of shared power.
Marriage, particularly for individuals from mercantile families, involved the creation of
familial alliances that “affected the political and social position” of the relations involved.320
Alliances, the terms of marriage, and the transfer of money were often negotiated through the
bride’s dowry.321 Scholars have no record of Giovanna’s dowry, however it could be
hypothesized that her dowry included mercantile business connections, trade strategies, and
material commodities. Marriage for elites was often a high stakes strategy that could lead to a
man’s social advancement via his wife’s dowry and connections.322 Parentadi, familial
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networks, offered prestige and strengthened alliances with higher status families.323 As
Giovanna came from a wealthier and more prominent family than Giovanni, he received a great
number of benefits from their marriage.
Marriages of elites solidified political and economic alliances between two families.324
Both the bride and the groom were pawns in a greater scheme of networking and relationshipmaking. As a result, families established patron-client connections and constructed economic,
political, and social bonds of blood and money.325 Due to the pressure from family members and
society, great emphasis was placed upon the qualities of a prospective wife. For example, in
Florence, a prospective husband, Giovanni di Pagolo Morelli (1371-1444), was advised not to
lose any advantages by rushing into a hasty marriage.326 Instead, he was advised by a member of
the Florentine mercantile elite that he should spend more time looking for a bride if he believed
that his position could improve or that he could attain a higher status with marriage.327 Family
elders instructed that “above all” a man should not marry down.328 When seeking a potential
bride, she should be related to good citizens who do not abuse the power of their station.329
Additionally, the woman should be well-born and her family should be moderate in their
spending.330 Giovanna embodies the ideal trait of moderation as depicted in the Arnolfini
Portrait and the connotations associated with the ermine fur.
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Dowries forged new alliances and developed strong “social, economic, and political
bonds.”331 As society equated dowries with status, the settlement between families facilitated
mobility and determined a woman’s position. During the dowry negotiations, two families came
to an agreement regarding the financial terms of the marriage, in which the bride’s father or male
guardian represented her.332 The bride had no part in the negotiations and in reality, she was an
“object of her family’s trade.”333 Giovanni benefits the most from the marriage to Giovanna
Cenami as his social station and position within the ducal court flourished as he received honors
and commendations from Philip the Good and the French King. This extremely advantageous
marriage advanced commercial growth between the Arnolfini, Cenami, and Rapondi which
expanded the business networks of all three branches of merchants.

Conclusion
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The Arnolfini Portrait painted by Jan van Eyck in 1434, depicts Giovanni Arnolfini and
his wife, Giovanna Cenami, both of whom had prominent mercantile-family lineages.
Understanding the Arnolfini Portrait as a depiction of the triangular relationship between
Arnolfini, van Eyck, and Philip the Good raises lots of other inquiries, such as questions of
status, trades, and wealth in Italy. These relationships were built and relied upon the constant
flow of trade throughout the Low Countries, which poses the question of how trade affected Italy
and the rest of the Mediterranean. Also, were there other merchants in Italy who had similar
experiences to Arnolfini? Additionally, the legal and financial empowerment of Giovanna
introduces the potential for an in-depth analysis of marriage and dowry systems during the period
in relation to female economic authority. Answering these questions will help us have a more
nuanced understanding of women’s roles as merchants in Italy and as partners in family
businesses and international trade.
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Figures

Figure 1: Eyck, Jan van. The Arnolfini Portrait. 1434. Oil on oak. National Gallery, London.
Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 2: Campbell, Lorne. Family Tree showing the Arnolfini family and their connections in
The Fifteenth Century Netherlandish Schools. National Gallery Publications: London. 1998. Pg.
192.
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Figure 3: Eyck, Jan van. Portrait of Giovanni Arnolfini. 1435. Oil on oak. Staatliche Museen,
Berlin. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 4: Vaughan, Richard. Family Tree showing the direct line of Philip the Good in Philip
the Good: the apogee of Burgundy. Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1970.
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Figure 5: Vaughan, Richard. Map of the Low Countries in the fifteenth century in Philip the
Good: the apogee of Burgundy. Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1970.
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Figure 6: Eyck, Jan van. The Virgin of Chancellor Rolin. 1435. Oil on wood. Musée du Louvre,
Paris. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 7: Stockstad, Marilyn and Michael W. Cothren. Map of Burgundy at the Death of Philip
the Good, 1467 in Art History 4th Edition Vol. II. Pearson, 2011, pg 563.
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Figure 8: Eyck, Jan van. Detail of oranges from The Arnolfini Portrait. 1434. Oil on Oak.
National Gallery, London. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 9: Christus, Petrus. Madonna. 1445. Oil on wood. Szépmûvészeti Múzeum, Budapest.
Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 10: Eyck, Jan van. Madonna with the Child Reading. 1450. Oil on wood. National
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 11: Eyck, Jan van. Detail of Anatolian carpet from The Arnolfini Portrait. 1434. Oil on
Oak. National Gallery, London. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 12: Weyden, Rogier van der. Portrait of Philip the Good. After 1450. Oil on wood.
Musée des Beaux-Arts, Dijon. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 13: Eyck, Jan van. Detail of Giovanni Arnolfini from The Arnolfini Portrait. 1434. Oil
on Oak. National Gallery, London. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 14: Eyck, Jan van. Detail of Giovanna Cenami from The Arnolfini Portrait. 1434. Oil on
Oak. National Gallery, London. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 15: Cenami family crest. Archivio di stato di Firenze. Accessed from:
http://www.archiviodistato.firenze.it/ceramellipapiani2/index.php?page=Famiglia&id=2179
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Figure 16: Vinci, Leonardo da. Portrait of Cecilia Gallerani (Lady with an Ermine). 1483-1490.
Oil on wood. Czartoryski Museum, Cracow. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 17: Eyck, Jan van. Detail of mirror from The Arnolfini Portrait. 1434. Oil on Oak.
National Gallery, London. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 18: Unknown, Italian. Christ on the Cross (Volto Santo). 1200. Painted wood. Cathedral
of San Martino, Lucca. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 19: Eyck, Jan van. Detail of artist’s signature from The Arnolfini Portrait. 1434. Oil on
Oak. National Gallery, London. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 20: Eyck, Jan van. Man in a Turban. 1433. Oil on wood. National Gallery, London.
Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 21: Eyck, Jan van. Detail of handclasp from The Arnolfini Portrait. 1434. Oil on Oak.
National Gallery, London. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 22: Eyck, Jan van. Portrait of Margaret van Eyck. 1439. Oil on Wood. Groeninge
Museum, Bruges. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 23: Eyck, Jan van. Detail of chandelier and one lit candle from The Arnolfini Portrait.
1434. Oil on Oak. National Gallery, London. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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Figure 24: Eyck, Jan van. Detail of small dog from The Arnolfini Portrait. 1434. Oil on Oak.
National Gallery, London. Accessed from: Web Gallery of Art.
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